
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS - CHANGE MANAGEMENT
(BACHELOR OF ARTS) (BACHELOR OF ARTS)
Dynamic styles and forward-thinking designs - experience the world of work from a completely new perspective! engelbert strauss, with its 1000-strong
workforce, is Europe's leading supplier of trend-setting workwear. Become a part of our team in Biebergemünd. Apply for our dual study programme now!

Are you interested in global changes and cultural differences? Are you open to new things and like to actively promote new changes? Then this is the right
dual study program for you!

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES...

A variety of tasks ranging from international procurement through to human resources are possible
Applications of methods and instruments used to steer and implement operational developments and changes
See your problems and their solutions from different angles, such as figures, people and organisations

Training lasts 3 years

STUDY LOCATION DHBW BAD MERGENTHEIM

www.dhbw-mosbach.de/campus-bad-mergentheim

DEGREE COURSE...

...the core element is business management. You also learn specific subjects so that you can understand, design and accompany continuous change in
the company and society.

YOUR WORK AREA...

...you can work in a number of fields, in particular in the purchasing/order scheduling, marketing and HR departments.

YOUR PROFILE - YOU...

are you interested in different cultures?
do you like change and other languages?
are you flexible, able to work under pressure, able to work in a team, friendly, committed and creative?
like taking responsibility and working independently.
have a general higher education entrance qualification with good grades and a sound command of English
always give 100%, are motivated and live in the world of engelbert strauss.

Follow your instinct. Apply now!

SOME OF OUR MANY HIGHLIGHTS AT E.S.

very likely that we will take you on with good future prospects
several-month period abroad at an international partner university in an English-speaking country, e.g. in the USA
possible completion of a trainer licence
organising and carrying out your own projects
and lots more!

Engelbert Strauss GmbH & Co. KG
HR - Human Relations
Frankfurter Straße 98-102
63599 Biebergemünd, Germany

Telefon +49 (0) 60 50 / 97 10-3003
Telefax +49 (0) 60 50 / 97 10-2159
hr@strauss.de

Hier gehts zu den Datenschutzbestimmungen.
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mailto:hr@strauss.de
https://www.engelbert-strauss.de/en/Legal_information/Data_protection_applicants

